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What opportunities does The Point uniquely present that we should take advantage of? 
1. Opportunity with the Jordan River 
2. Regional infrastructure nexus  
3. Opportunity to build in a high level of connectivity (i.e. street network and intersection density) within the 

site, with ideas for crossing the barriers of rail and freeway for connectivity to areas outside of the state 
property 

What should a vibrant, mixed-use community look like at this site?  /What should be 
the key components of the development? 

1. Fine grained urbanism 
2. Be a real alternative to the downtown salt lake city type of urbanism (big 10 acre blocks) 

- Much smaller block sizes, part of a hierarchy of blocks relative to the land use program 
- Layers of connectivity - arteries that carry heavier auto traffic and transit systems, with 

overlapping networks of pedestrian and bicycle, as well as service/delivery/utility vehicles 
- Spaces (nodes) and key corridor(s) for small building footprints 

3. Be very consciously space-efficient with parking.  Maximize the utility of the parking spaces by making 
them generally shared or public.  Establish an expectation that parking will be managed across the site 
to increase space efficiency. 

4. Unity of design: architecture, streetscapes, street furniture, asphalt. 
5. Live work play all come together 
6. Uses that lead to activity across the entire day.  Doesn’t become dead at night. 

Are there bold ideas or iconic features we should include on the site? 
1. Include a (perhaps short), real walkable retail main street 
2. A real iconic urban plaza, well supported with adjacent retail and strong density in the vicinity.  Heavily 

programmed. 
3. Lots or residential to help support it as an overall place. 
4. Tribute to Prison historical site use. 
5. What urban design icon plays on the theme of “the point”?: 

The spot that people come to after a day of skiing, hanggliding, mountain biking.  The launching point 
for transit connections to the slopes. 
 

6. Look at Jameson Square/Pearl District in Portland, The Pearl Brewery in San Antonio, and Pearl Street 
in Boulder CO as potential precedents — these connect to natural areas (mountains, rivers, large 
nature parks), trails and outdoor recreation, and are all very family friendly — all magnets for people, 
families and kids in more urban environments 
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7. Highlight what makes “silicon slopes” distinctive from other points around the country: bring outdoor 
recreation as an integrated theme into the place. 

● Go all in on creating a world class trail connection between the river, through the point and on to 
the Wasatch mountains. 

● Iconic businesses that highlight outdoor recreation. 
● Big idea like a kayaking waterway? 

8. Take advantage of key view corridors in the orientation of streets and plazas. 
9. We often think of suburbs as being places for families to live, and urban districts for others that are not 

families. I think this is an opportunity to create and demonstrate that urban living is both desirable and 
amenable for families.  

Where can we get sound information to help us refine ideas and measure impacts?  
 
This is one of the best placemaking resources I know of for street planning – 
https://www.cnu.org/sites/default/files/sustainable_street_network_principles_op.pdf 
 
Streets become one of the most identifying and longest lasting physical elements of a city or community. 
Streets in ancient cities have been around for hundreds or thousands of years. The buildings and uses change 
and evolve, but the streets remain relatively static. Thinking about streets in ways that reflect and acknowledge 
the principles of places that have become very successful over time would be a valuable exploration.  
 

https://www.cnu.org/sites/default/files/sustainable_street_network_principles_op.pdf
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Key themes: 

● Build on existing plans and resources 
● Connectivity and the grid street network is crucial 
● Multi-modal transportation options 
● Good transportation-land use connections to minimize need for commuting 

 
What opportunities does The Point uniquely present that we should take advantage of?  

● One land ownership surrounded by supporting cities 
● Expectations for people/businesses moving in can be created from outset. Don’t need to 

change anyone’s mind. 
● Silicon Slopes 
● 700 acre, large blank slate allowing for traditional grid system, maximizing connectivity 

○ Blocks within blocks, alleyways, etc. Smaller connectivity blocks than SLC, please. 
● Meeting of two metro areas, Commuter Rail in the vicinity, LRT in the vicinity I-15 adjacent as 

well as a Frontage road system that could be extended from the Lehi Tech corridor UDOT 
project north to the Sandy frontage road I-15 Project. 

● Jordan River proximity presents an opportunity for green infrastructure as the street system 
is built out. 

● East Jordan canal and opportunity for active transportation trails. 
● Gravel pits surrounding the site have reclamation plans, but decades out; could help with 

connectivity into Lehi. 
● Nearby recreational amenities with Draper trails 
● Nearby job centers south and to the north around I-15 

What transportation modes make the most sense at this site, now and in the foreseeable future?   
● Recognize existing RTPs to coordinate regional travel; RTPs are updated every four years 

and will account for advances in transportation technology 
● Local street grid connectivity with regional connections within the grid to the surrounding 

area; maximize connectivity. This will minimize the need for overbuilt roadways. 
● POTM Transit Alternatives Analysis will inform fixed guideway transit 
● Local bus service could move a lot of people through the site 
● Make sure that the Travel Demand Model’s socioeconomic data set by TAZ is reflecting the 

land use and density of housing and Jobs that are expected by RCLCO/Draper city 
● Bike superhighway for regional connectivity; slow streets for bikeability within site 
● Micromobility/bike share (electric) for short trips (proper land use critical here) 
● Generous pedestrian infrastructure, coordinated with land use, will allow for internal capture 

of trips 
● Autonomous shuttles? Uber/Lyft/Via? Site design may make these technologies 

unnecessary. Microtransit might help move people from the surrounding area into site. 
● MaaS - subscription to different transportation modes within/around site; e.g. one 

subscription to transit, TNCs, micromobility 



● Site is surrounded by arterial roads and other  barriers such as railroad tracks; difficult to 
connect grid into surrounding communities 

○ Utah’s “Venice” in regards to site access? That is, the easiest way to arrive is not with 
a vehicle, nor to move about within the site. 

● Identify mobility hubs where modes come together and transfers are seamless (recent U of 
U study is a great example) 

● Vehicles will continue to be a primary mode of transportation with close proximity to 
Bangerter Hwy, I-15 and Mountain View Corridor.  Connectivity to these regional facilities and 
additional connectivity should be considered carefully to enhance and not diminish regional 
node points.  Adding overpass connections interchanges will provide relief to interchanges 
and comfortable alternative mode options. 

How should different modes work together?   
● Preserve and build active transportation pathways that have clear connections to transit. 
● Separate transit and high vehicle movement streets with transit closer to destinations 

location 
● Complete streets where appropriate, understanding some streets will be mainly focused on 

moving cars. Grid makes this possible.  
● Hierarchy of travel priority within the site: 1. pedestrian; 2. bicycle; 3. transit; 4. Auto 
● Some streets will have variation in hierarchy of travel priority. 

Can we balance goals of traffic mitigation, improved air quality, transportation affordability and 
access to and through the site? 

● Second urban center, rivalring SLC. Major transportation systems built to feed it. See points 
on Bangerter, I-15, Mt. View, Light Rail. 

● Porter Rockwell is a major barrier through the site. Up front crossing design of any major 
roadway or barrier to accommodate bikes/peds is paramount.  

● Keep local trips internal and not spill onto the regional system as much as possible; land use 
& grid help with this as well as travel priority for peds, bikes, and transit.   

● Additional street connections into/from Lehi; need to explore.  
● How to get high comfort bike connection from Lehi Rail Trail/Porter Rockwell/Point of the 

Mountain Trail to the Point? 
● What is the bike commuter equivalent of Jordan River Parkway? Bicycle superhighway that 

connects to other major bike facilities.  
● Understand how the location can achieve the lower trip lengths while maximizing usage and 

value by examining nearby existing and planned land uses. 
● Policies that provide free transit pass for residents or business employees. 

Can we pursue innovative transportation options within the context of existing transportation 
plans, processes and funding?  How? 

● Leverage existing resources; financial tools, committees, etc.  
● No easy answers. Existing plans, processes, and funding deal with known conditions easier 

than unknown conditions, i.e. innovation. 
● RTPs and other plans constantly evolving; Point planning should also be dynamic 

Where can we get sound information to help us refine ideas and measure impacts?  
● Learn from other “cities of the future”  

○ Large redevelopment projects 
 



 
 



The Point : Non-Transportation Infrastructure Subcommittee 

 

Brainstorming Document – September 24, 2020 

 

Guiding Principle : Create a 21st Century Model Development anticipating where we’re 

going, not just replicating where we’ve been 

 

1. What infrastructure is necessary for the site? 

 

a. Wet Utilities : standard municipal services 

i. Water 

ii. Sewer 

iii. Pressurized irrigation 

iv. Storm water (see additional notes below) 

b. Dry Utilities 

i. Electric and technology, deploy underground wherever possible 

ii. Rooftop solar panels used ubiquitously (not necessarily “off grid” 

but explore energy storage opportunities) 

iii. Small wind farm (similar to Camp Williams; is wind relatively 

constant at this location)? 

iv. Natural gas (maybe, but is it necessary with extensive renewables) 

c. Technology Infrastructure 

i. Fiber network (utility scale, build in place up front)  

ii. SmartCity technology (signals, lighting, etc.) 

iii. District scaled wireless 

d. Green Infrastructure 

i. On-site stormwater retention (more pervious surfaces, bio-swales, 

detention incorporated into parks, parking lots, streets) 

ii. Improve existing drainage infrastructure 

iii. Comprehensive urban forest plan 

iv. Meet 80%ile new state standard for storm water at a minimum, but 

aim for 90%ile as a target 

v. Wildlife corridors : range to river 

vi. Large central green space (i.e. Sugar House Park, the former state 

prison site) 

e. Other :  

i. What water rights might be needed? Draper City or WaterPro retail 

outlet? 

 



 

2. What infrastructure would add value to the site, even if it's not necessary?  What are 

those values? 

 

a. Development-wide landscaping standards that are very water conserving, 

including urban forest plan (change minds about future of landscaping in 

the desert) 

b. Ubiquitous electric vehicle charging (both cars and bikes; minimize air 

quality impact) 

c. Wireless charging infrastructure for possible electric shuttles between 

major transit corridors (ex. WAVE technology at the University of Utah) 

d. Very secure bike/e-bike parking and charging (safe, secure and covered 

parking for commuters and residents; convenient and accessible bike 

parking near entrances for visitors and patrons) 

e. Security cameras/surveillance (improved sense of safety and security) 

f. More water in the Jordan River (it’s barely a stream or creek through 

Bluffdale — as a focus point, it should be an actual river) 

 

3. Are there bold ideas or iconic features we should include on the site? 

 

a. Greenbelt/wildlife corridor with bridges over I-15 and 

Frontrunner/Bangerter Highway that connects foothills to 

Galena-Soónkahni Preserve and Jordan River Parkway (range to river)  

b. Look at parking be a district-scaled utility (emphasize strategic shared 

public parking vs. individual parking lots which are often mostly empty) 

c. Smart Cities Technology 

d. Target lowest water use per capita in region (this should be a model for 

water conservation, both indoors and outdoors)  

i. Indoors : low flow fixtures and appliances, LEED/green building 

best practices standard 

ii. Outdoors : very low or no irrigation requirements for most of site; 

stormwater reuse; pick specific locations for grass (demonstrate 

JVCWD LocalScapes program) 

e. Model stormwater retention and treatment (not just a few blocks, but the 

entire development area; put stormwater into the ground, not into the 

Jordan River and tributaries) 

f. Green roofs 

g. Salvage, re-use and re-purpose prison building and site materials 

i. Aggregate for road base or new aggregate 

https://localscapes.com/


ii. Recycled steel and metals  

iii. Any structures that can be re-purposed and adapted? 

h. School and community center with outdoor classrooms (create a family 

friendly urban environment) 

 

4. What strategic alliances/partnerships should we pursue to achieve the infrastructure 

vision, and where can we get more information? 

 

a. UTA/UDOT : have installed 5G wireless infrastructure on Redwood Road; 

North Temple & Downtown Salt Lake(?) 

b. Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District : LocalScapes landscape 

program of JVWCD for landscape design 

c. Division of Water Quality : Low Impact Development (LID) storm water 

guidebook 

d. Jordan River Commission : Blueprint Jordan River (update in progress) 

e. Rocky Mountain Power : SmartCity, electric charging facilities 
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